PRESS INFORMATION

The history about ABM Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH – 30 years in the service of
innovative motorbike driving.

1985
Foundation of ABM Construction & Design in Freiburg i. Br., Germany, which was
named after the founder Mr. Arthur Berthold Munz, mechanical production of sport
foot rests and accessories for motorbikes. Establishment of the brand ABM
ergonomic style with its main characteristics of high suitability and sportiness.
1989
Foundation of ABM Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH. Jürgen Mehlhorn joins ABM and,
together with Munz, he takes over the management of the company. Implementation
of the first production with CNC machine.
1990
Mehlhorn is now the sole managing director of ABM Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH.
2006
ABM Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH buys up the company SPIEGLER Bremstechnik GmbH
from Freiburg-Vörstetten which remains an independent company. From now on
SPIEGLER increases the product range of ABM based on a partnership. Common
moving in of ABM and SPIEGLER in the present-day permanent business
establishment in Breisach am Rhein (Krummholzstraße), Germany.
2010
End of the year Christian Mehlhorn takes over the sole management of his father
Jürgen Mehlhorn, after collaborating at his side since 1998.
2013
Development of the new brand WUNDERKIND-Custom with high-quality accessories
for Harley-Davidson motorbikes. The size of the company amounts to 2000 square
meters and thirty employees.
2014
SPIEGLER Bremstechnik GmbH is sold. The new culture brand WUNDERKINDCustom is launched into the market with the first project bike named WK1 (Dyna).
The size of the company amounts to 1800 square meters and twenty employees.
2015
The second project bike of WUNDERKIND-Custom named WK2 (Sportster) is
published.

2017
The assortment of the brand WUNDERKIND-Custom has been enlarged by
motorcycle accessories which are now also compatible with many other common
bike brands. The size of the company amounts to 1800 square meters and twenty
employees.
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ABM Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH is manufacturer of high-end accessories for sport bikes and
custombikes. The company was founded in 1985 and named after the founder Arthur
Berthold Munz. Since 2010, Christian Mehlhorn has been the managing director who is
responsible for about twenty employees in the field of development, production, marketing
and sales at the permanent business establishment in Breisach am Rhein, Germany.
Meanwhile, the company has launched two brands: ABM ergonomic style & WUNDERKINDCustom.

